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Abstract
The world has become a place where technology and the internet is so integrated into every-day life
that people rely on the media and internet access to stay informed and connected. But, that has exposed
us to a whole new world of positives and negatives, and the negatives could be catastrophic for our
society. It will soon be very difficult for the average person to distinguish between figment and reality;
primarily with video, which has always been seen as a credible form of evidence. Deepfake videos are
a prime example of this growing phenomenon. They are videos in which, with the help of AI learning,
someone’s face or voice is copied and swapped with someone else’s. This can easily result in a scenario
where an event can be completely fabricated. Misinformation is a very serious global issue and it is
only getting worse. And it seems like either no one really sees what is to come or they don’t understand
the seriousness of the situation. I chose to dive deeper into this topic in order to better understand it. In
doing so, I have created a visual awareness campaign using elements of motion design that brings
attention to this issue and presents important information. This is an overarching problem that currently
does not have a definite solution.
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Problem Statement
With the rapid development of deepfake videos, it will soon be very difficult for the average person to




Deepfake videos are like photoshop but for videos. With the power of AI learning, someone’s face or
voice is copied and swapped with someone else's. This can easily lead to a scenario where an event can
be completely fabricated. Technology is constantly improving to the point where some home computers
can now accomplish feats similar to film cgi. Using deep/AI learning algorithms, a computer can be
trained to recognize specific facial features and expressions over time after being given either
thousands of images or a few source videos to sift through. Once enough data is collected on the
desired people, that information can be lifted and applied to other target faces. This can also be
accomplished with audio. If given enough source audio files to work with, it can pick up and recognize
someone's tone, speech pattern, and inflection. This data can be used to mimic a person's voice 1.1
Deepfakes began as a form of entertainment. But that does not mean that the technology cannot be
used for ill. There is growing concern that, as the tech improves and streamlines, there will be more
opportunities for it to negatively affect how we see and trust visual media. People's reputations  and
lives could be ruined very quickly if it were to be used as a direct cyber attack.
Unfortunately there is an example of this already happening. A Pennsylvania mother was arrested on
March 4 of this year and charged with three counts of cyber harassment of a child and three counts of
harassment. She “allegedly sent deepfake photos and video of her teenage daughter's cheerleading
rivals depicting them naked, drinking and smoking to their coaches in a bid to get them kicked off the
team,” according to Hilltown Township Police Department 2. Over the past few years, manipulated2
22 Lenthang, Marlene. “Cheerleader's mom created deepfake videos to allegedly harass her daughter's rivals.”
abcnews.go.com. March 13, 2021
11 Ian Sample. “What are deepfakes – and how can you spot them?” theguardian.com. Jan 13, 2020.
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media has begun to affect the political world. There was a past incident where a suspected deepfake
may have contributed to an attempted coup in Gabon and to an unsuccessful effort to discredit
Malaysia’s economic affairs minister and drive him from office. A disinformation campaign tried to
prevent Emmanuel Macron from being elected as France’s president in 2017. It was thwarted in time,
but it would have been much worse if officials weren't prepared 3. Imagine if the technology was more3
advanced.
Solutions?
Several governments, conglomerates, and academic institutions have been brainstorming on possible
solutions. One option that they are exploring is making their own algorithms for detection.
Facebook, Microsoft, and AWS collaborated to host a deepfake detection challenge, allowing
volunteers to contribute and test their own programs against the training dataset of over 100,000
videos. The winning teams managed 85% accuracy on the dataset but only 65%  with other real-world
deapfakes that were not a part of that set 4. That's not enough to be a viable solution and even if4
improvements were made, the deepfake technology itself is improving at a similar rate if not faster.
Another algorithm called  AMTENnet (Adaptive Manipulation Traces Extraction Network) is under
development in China that uses a different method for detection. Overall accuracy is marginally better
(81% overall) but still not enough for a permanent solution 5.5
Opinions are slowly swaying away from viewing detection as a long term solution. Ashish Jaiman,
director of Technology operations at Microsoft, believes that only a combination of “legislation, media
literacy, and technology” working together will hope to head off the use of malicious use of deepfakes6
4. I agree with this notion. In other words, technology will prove useful in helping us keep track of and
64
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verify media via watermarks, reverse image searches, and digital markers/signatures, but it is ultimately
up to us to actually use those to do our own research and verify for ourselves.
My solution
I am reiterating that my solution is not to solve the problem of deepfakes for everyone. My solution is
to create a visually compelling PSA or visual awareness campaign that will give viewers the basic
information that they need to know and that will inspire them to go forth and research further. My
objectives with this are to address, inform, advise, and answer the relevant questions: What is going
on? Why should anyone care about this? How might this phenomenon affect us? Who is affected?
Dealing with the future? Another main objective is to make the video as visibly impressive as I can
possibly make it in order to leave an impression on the viewers. Final deliverables include a 1-minute
video using elements of 2D, 3D, and motion design. It contains several examples of deepfake videos
and imagery that represent how often media of this nature is present in our everyday lives. Major
themes found in the video include our relationships with our phones, computers, and our tendency to
believe most things that we find on the internet, to our own detriment.
Conclusion
While my project may not solve the problem, it contributes to the proposed solutions so far by
spreading awareness and giving the public a chance to arm themselves with knowledge. The long term
solution is basically critical thinking and research (with the help of technology of course). I would like
to think that my project assists with that concept.  The most important aspect of this project however,
would be the exploration of the power of design (as well as the tools utilized to create). Design has the
power to create the untruth but it also has the power to reveal it. Several parts were created using 3d
software like Cinema 4D and Blender. Illustrator was used to add some 2d elements, and After Effects
brought everything together with compositing and supporting animation. These tools, along with some
machine learning, make it easier to create the concerningly convincing deepfake media that I am
simultaneously trying to warn viewers against. We are advancing technologically as a society and our
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